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ABSTRACT
In past years many industries have utilized simulation as a means for decision making. That
wave has introduced simulation as a powerful optimization and development tool in the
manufacturing industry. Input data collection is a significant and complex event in the process
of simulation. The simulation professionals have grown to accept it is as a strenuous but
necessary task. Due to the nature of this task, data collection problems are numerous and vary
depending on the situation. These problems may involve time consumption, lack of data, lack of
structure, etc. This study concentrates on the challenges of input data collection for Discrete
Event Simulation in the manufacturing industry and focuses particularly on speed, efficiency,
data completeness and data accuracy.

It has been observed that many companies have recently utilized commercial databases to store
production data. This study proposes that the key to faster and more efficient input data
collection is to extract data directly from these sources in a flexible and efficient way. An
approach is introduced here to creating a custom software tool for a manufacturing setting that
allows input data to be collected and formatted quickly and accurately.

The methodology for the development of such a custom tool and its implementation, Part Data
Collection, are laid out in this research. The Part Data Collection application was developed to
assist in the simulation endeavors of Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control in Orlando,
Florida. It was implemented and tested as an aid in a large simulation project, which included
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modeling a new factory. This implementation resulted in 93% reduction in labor time associated
with data collection and significantly improved data accuracy.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Simulation in Manufacturing Industry

In past years many industries have utilized simulation as a means for decision making. That
wave has introduced simulation as a powerful optimization and development tool in the
manufacturing industry. Although the main concepts remain the same, each industry employs
simulation in a specific way. Professionals in the manufacturing industry found that it allows
them to gain insight into the production and make improvements. “Manufacturing simulation
focuses on modeling the behavior of manufacturing organizations, processes, and systems,
[which] include supply chains, as well as people, machines, tools, and information systems” [1].

Perhaps the most developed and implemented simulation tool is Discrete Event Simulation
(DES) [2]. DES is an appropriate tool for systems such as production lines, where products
(entities) undergo a series of production steps (events) and utilize machines or people
(resources). DES allows an analyst to answer the “what if” questions. Such simulation promotes
creation of an environment, for experimentation and evaluation of alternatives, in a relatively
short time [1]. “It has often been said that you do not really understand your industrial processes
and systems until you try to simulate them” [1]. Modeling an existing system may lead to an
improved, more efficient process. A significant potential of DES was also found in simulating
facilities that are to be built. It is very profitable to have knowledge of how the production
facility will function before it is built, to anticipate and fix problems. “The typical cost of a
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simulation study is substantially less than 1% of the total amount being expended for the
implementation of a design or redesign. Since the cost of a change or modification to a system
after installation is so great, simulation is a wise investment” [3].

Constructing a DES model generally involves the following tasks: problem definition, model
conceptualization, data collection, model construction, verification, validation, running the
model, and output analysis. The following figure by Banks, one of the pioneers of DES, lays out
this process in detail.
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Figure 1: Simulation modeling process [3]
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This study concentrates on the challenges of the input data collection step of the simulation
process. It concentrates on the data collection for DES in manufacturing industry and introduces
an approach for automating data collection in hopes of resolving some of these challenges.

Significance of Data Collection

Data collection is a significant event in the process of simulation. An analyst may construct the
most elegant, accurate model, but without an accurate and complete dataset to populate it, the
model is simply a computer animation. Simulation is an analysis tool. We analyze the system
using the data produced by the simulation. This output data is directly influenced by the input
data. If the data that populates the model is incorrect or incomplete, the simulation effort will
fail. A successful simulation model begins with good input data. Having quality, organized input
data is crucial to the project. This must begin with a structured method of capturing this data [4].

Data collection is not only a significant task; it is also a challenging task. “Ask any experienced
simulation analyst what the most aggravating, challenging, dangerous aspect of a project is, and
you’re likely to hear ‘data’ in reply” [5] Many challenges arise when collecting data for
simulations in the manufacturing industry. Similarly, many factors influence the type of
problems one may encounter when collecting input data, such as the size of the company, data
policies, software, etc.
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General Problems

Due to the nature of the task, data collection problems are numerous and vary depending on the
situation. However, it’s been observed that some problems are quite common and manifest
themselves in most of the simulation projects. Some of the well-known issues with data
collection are discussed in this section.

Among simulation professionals, data collection is known to consume a significantly long
amount of time, often a third of the total project time [6]. Between identifying the necessary
sources, communicating data needs to the points of contact and organizing received data,
stimulation analysts find that data collection will ultimately take longer than expected [5]. This
becomes a significant issue when working with deadlines. In order for the simulation project to
succeed, the simulation analyst must not only finish the project in a swift manner, but also
provide valid, useful results [2]. This becomes challenging when data collection delays the
progress.

The most common issue when collecting input data is the lack of information. This is often the
case when the system to be modeled is new and has not yet been implemented. In this case,
several resources may be utilized, such as subject matter experts and current processes to
estimate data. Here, the real data is simply non-existent and the simulation analyst is posed with
the responsibility of making sure that the estimated data is correct. This problem is not, however,
limited to non-existent systems. Even when modeling existing facilities, analysts often find that
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the problem most likely to arise is the lack of data [5]. Although many companies have standards
established for data collection, simulation is often overlooked by these standards. Since
simulation is not yet an accepted part of business practices in most companies, these practices are
not structured with simulation in mind. The data collected within the company may be
appropriate for tasks undertaken by managers or assembly workers, but not always useful in
simulations. The simulation analyst then struggles to make use of the data collected for other
purposes. This may involve reformatting data, piecing chunks of information into a single dataset
or even filling in gaps.

An exact opposite occurrence can be observed in rare cases. The above-mentioned data,
collected for purposes other than simulation, may be abundant, often even stored electronically
in company databases. Although seemingly a pleasant surprise, it forces the analyst to sort
through massive amounts of irrelevant information to obtain the necessary set of data. The
analyst may spend massive amounts of time filtering the necessary data from the rest of the
information [5].

Electronically stored data poses its own challenge. Many companies choose to utilize
commercial software to store large sets of data. Getting to that data may include employing the
help of the Information Systems department within the company [5]. Data collection now
becomes a multiple department effort. It may involve communicating data needs to someone
proficient in the software, waiting for the results and hoping that the data needs were
communicated properly. Other concerns are data formats utilized in these commercial databases.
6

They may not be the appropriate formats for the simulation software. In this case, the analyst
must reformat the data before it can be used. Depending on the formats, it may be a difficult
endeavor. The final issue with obtaining data from electronic sources is insuring that the
simulation data is up to date. This means that when the main data is updated, the input data set
extracted from it may need to be regenerated [7]. Considering how much structuring and
formatting is required to create a simulation ready data set, regenerating the data set may not be
done as often as desired.

Problems Addressed and Solution

The problems targeted by this study are mainly the speed and efficiency of input data collection
for simulations in a large manufacturing facility. Since it has been observed that a large amount
of simulation project time is spent on input data collection, significantly cutting that time will
allow faster completion. This in turn will allow more projects to be considered in the same
amount of time.

Another goal of this study is to be able to obtain a more complete and accurate set of data for a
given simulation. Current methods force the simulation analyst to gather data in pieces,
sometimes through many individuals. Much room is left for human error and the data sets often
are incomplete. Bringing human manipulation of data to a minimum will improve accuracy and
completeness.
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To resolve these challenges, this study introduces an approach to creating a custom software tool
for a manufacturing setting that allows input data to be collected and formatted quickly and
accurately. According to [7], “the best way [to collect data] is to develop a guided system which
could take model builders through a series of tasks to ensure complete and efficient data
collection.”

The solution introduced in this research recognizes “the importance of model data collection,
management and the integrity of the model using integration links with the principal sources of
valid and real data” [2]. The data collection tool, introduced here, will aim at accessing the
existing data sources that contain needed information about the system directly. It will include an
interface providing the user with several options for entering search parameters, the type of
information desired, and output format. In the background, the interface will contain powerful
queries, which will be modified to fit the users’ requests at run rime.

The next chapters will further lay out the research. Chapter 2 covers some of the previously
documented strides toward automating data collection. Chapter 3 describes the assumptions and
the approach proposed in this study, while Chapter 4 will introduce an implementation of this
approach, the Part Data Collection application. Chapter 5 will review the benefits of the newly
developed tool. Finally, Chapter 6 will describe some of the possible further developments of the
application.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
Data collection problems can be very numerous and unique. Consequently, not many attempts
have been documented, introducing a general approach for improving traditional methods of data
collection. Few authors have introduced approaches and implementations of automating data
collection; some of these researches are discussed in this chapter.

The idea of automating data collection has been strongly explored in [7] and [8]. [7] identified
several challenges that make input data collection a difficult task. The participants of the 1997
Winter Simulation Conference survey then further explored these points. From the results of the
survey authors found that the analysts were primarily concerned with the lack of data or the
difficulty of obtaining data from the corporate data sources. The authors deduced that “the best
way [to collect data] is to develop a guided system which could take model builders through a
series of tasks to ensure complete and efficient data collection” [7]. They suggested creating an
accurate information model of the system, using it to determine fundamental entities and then
using that information to draw the numbers from the data sources.

An implementation of this approach was introduced by the authors at the International
Conference on SIMULATION the following year [6]. The authors studied a system and the
resulting information was used to construct a functional model. This model gave insight into the
activities in the system. Next, the mapping tables helped analysts identify the necessary data
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from the functional model. Then, the reference model, a database, developed to capture the
relationships in the system, was used to guide the data collection process.

This idea was further developed when [8] introduced an organized approach to automating the
data collection process. The authors focused on the idea that many companies already store a
multitude of production data in Corporate Business Systems, and feeding the simulation data
directly from these systems can significantly move along data collection.

A survey conducted by the authors during the 1999 Winter Simulation Conference revealed that
“data collection is predominantly a manual process, unstructured and there are many approaches
to tackle common problem issues, such as data accuracy and duplication” [8]. The survey
indicated that majority of the participants created local databases and then fed the data into the
model manually or using a medium such as spreadsheet. As a result of their research, authors
outlined four approaches to input data collection currently used in the industry.

The best way to describe the first approach is as manual. In this case, the analyst gathers data
using questionnaires or interviews. After a tedious process of organizing the data, analyst
manually enters it into the model as needed. The authors indicated several flaws in this approach,
such as human error, time consumption, and most importantly data storage. Having data reside
within a model creates a rigid simulation, resistant to modifications.
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The second approach is similar to the previous, except the data is stored outside the model. A
spreadsheet may be utilized to maintain global data. Then, depending on the simulation needs,
specific data is extracted and fed into the model. The authors noted this method’s popularity, but
frowned on the labor-intensive task of creating the main data set.

The next approach involves a relatively novel idea of an Intermediary Simulation Database. The
simulation model uses this tool to obtain data from the Corporate Business System. The
Intermediary Simulation Database is responsible for retrieving, organizing and formatting data.
This method reflects true idea of automation; unfortunately, the authors could only observe a
single solid application of it in the industry.

The final approach is the most advanced and virtually not employed. It involves direct access of
the model to the Corporate Business System via an interface. This approach is extremely
efficient but difficult to implement. Many challenges arise when creating such an interface; some
issues to consider are overlapping sources and changing references.

Implementing the third or the fourth approach could be a challenging task due to their innovative
nature. The authors, however, insisted that “easier data collection, increased data accuracy,
reliability and validity, decreased data duplication, and being able to obtain data as soon as it’s
available” are long term advantages [8].
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A research grant gave authors an opportunity to test out their hypothesis. They decided to
implement the third methodology. This is the approach that integrates corporate data sources
with the simulation tool via an intermediate database. The data stored in the corporate sources as
well as the simulation data was carefully modeled. From that information, the requirements for
the intermediate database were constructed. This database drew data from the original sources in
the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system. The process was repeated frequently to ensure
that the data was current. The intermediate database was to be developed further to incorporate
other data sources such as CAD and Product Data Management. As the methodology was
implemented, the authors noted several challenges with this approach, such as speed of the data
retrieval, lack of a standard in the corporate sources, difficulty of developing the interface and
the need for additional data not found in corporate sources.

Another attempt to automate data collection was described in [9]. Initially the authors used
customized pieces of code to extract data from several systems, which was then manually
entered into the model. As the products were added to the system, the model increased, and the
above method was growing inefficient and the model gradually became difficult to validate. The
authors concentrated on “automating and integrating” [9] model creation. That is, they wanted to
be able to extract data from the existing systems and be able to keep the input data current. The
solution consisted of programs written in six programming languages; each program was
customized for the individual system from which it extracted data. The data was collected,
formatted and was ready for input. The authors stated that this solution significantly improved
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model construction and validation. It also allowed them to obtain additional data and conduct
various significant studies.

[10] went a step further and developed a system that allows not only automatic data extraction
but also automatic model construction and population from the data. The authors recognized that
collecting data for a discrete event simulation is a time consuming process. They rejected a
possible but costly solution to maintain a separate simulation database. In their solution, authors
used data from ERP databases. First, appropriate tables were located and copied to a model
database. As the model ran, it collected the necessary information. The information gathered also
included some model logic data, such as routing. Thus the data set could be used to build as well
as populate the model. Authors used QUEST to create the simulation and MySQL to extract
data. The solution was divided into modules. The first module connected QUEST to the
databases, the second customized SQL queries and the third ran the model.

Such automation efforts are rare in the industry. As the research shows, most of the data
collection is currently performed manually. To this date there are few documented attempts at
automating data collection. In [6], authors claim that “most of research undertaken to date has
been focused upon statistical data analysis techniques and no or little has been carried out to
develop methods to accelerate the collection of input data required in simulation models”.

[8] reviewed some of the systems currently used by large corporations to organize data, such as
Material Requirements Planning (MRP), Manufacturing Requirements Planning (MRPII) and
13

their successor Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP). These databases were not designed
specifically for the simulation effort. Consequently, the interfaces created to extract data from
these systems are not appropriate for simulation data collection. These tools, however, provide a
wide range of information that can be used in the simulation efforts. Extracting data from these
sources directly is the key to improving data collection. According to [8], “the way forward for
the simulation industry is to integrate the simulation tools to the Corporate Business Systems. A
particular focus is then placed on the tool data requirements and the simulation data available in
the Corporate Business Systems”.

This chapter has reviewed several recent attempts of implementing better, more automated data
collection techniques. [6], [7], and [8] provided a methodology for automating data collection,
employing large corporate data resources. [9] and [10] discussed specific cases, where input data
collection was automated. The next chapters of this study demonstrate a methodology as well as
an implementation of an approach to automating data collection. The uniqueness of this approach
is that it incorporates custom programming as one of simulation analyst’s ongoing tasks.
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CHAPTER 3: PROPOSED APPROACH
Input data collection is a complicated task with many challenges. Often these challenges are
overlooked or simply accepted as the difficult nature of the task. This chapter describes the types
of challenges addressed in this research. The section discussing the scope includes the type of
simulations as well as the type of industry and the data properties. Simulation efforts at
Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control in Orlando, FL are used to conduct this study and the
data collection methods currently employed at the facility are discussed. The following sections
outline the methodology for constructing a custom tool for an automated data collection. The
idea of custom software is introduced here. The requirements section describes the
characteristics that must be included in a successful system. The development steps describe in
detail how an analyst should proceed with creation of a data collection application.

Scope and Assumptions

This research addresses data collection problems for simulations in the manufacturing industry.
This includes large factories, plants, assembly shops or any system that can resemble a
production line.

It is important to note that this study relies on the assumption that at least most, if not all, data
desired exists in some company data source. “It is recognized that the manufacturing industry
has recently adopted extensive ERP systems in order to manage data across their enterprise…
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The ERP system is a prime source for the model data as it contains information required by the
tool” [8]. It is these resources that need to be utilized to automate the data collection process.

Another important data source assumption is the that the sources do not change. Developing a
custom tool in a situation where every new simulation effort will require access of a new
database may not justify the effort. The tool described in this study is the appropriate solution
when multiple simulation efforts focus on a single location. An example of this would be
modeling different shops in the same manufacturing factory, or conducting simulations
concentrating on different aspects of the same operation. In other words, most of the simulation
projects will require access to the same set of sources to obtain the input data.

Next assumption of this study is the size of the data in question. It is assumed that data collection
refers to gathering information on a large number of entities. The information itself would
describe a large number of attributes. As the number of entities and attributes grows, the data set
required gets larger and much more difficult to manage manually, thus raising the need for a data
collection tool. The effort to automate data collection is not justified when the number of entities
is small.

As mentioned earlier, this study concentrates on the manufacturing industry. As DES is the most
employed type of simulation, this research was implemented on a discrete event simulation. This
is not to say that other types of simulation would not benefit from quick and efficient data
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collection. Any type of simulation that requires some data matching criteria listed above would
benefit from the tool proposed in this study.

Current Approach
The tool described in this study was developed to support the needs of data collection for
simulations conducted at Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control in Orlando, FL. This is a
manufacturing facility, and most of the simulations help evaluate the production process.

The approach for data collection currently taken at this facility is what this study considers as
manual. The simulation analyst first identifies the data needs. This information is then
communicated in a form of a data request to a data point of contact (DPOC), another person or
department in charge of the data source. DPOC must format the request to match some
predefined queries. DPOC gathers the necessary data using several of these queries. Each query
is run one at a time using Microsoft Access; the results are combined in a Microsoft Excel
spreadsheet and sent to the simulation analyst. Once the resulting data set is received, the
simulation analyst must manually examine the data. The analyst has to verify that all the needed
information is there. If this is not the case the request for data is repeated. On the other side of
the spectrum, the data may contain some irrelevant information, thus forcing the analyst to
extract the desired data set from the given one. Finally, the analyst must re-format the data set to
fit the needs of the simulation software. The resulting data is then used to populate the model.
The diagrams below illustrate this process.
17

Figure 2: Manual data collection use case diagram
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Figure 3: Manual data collection sequence diagrams
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The above method is a traditional method of simulation data collection in a manufacturing
setting. This method, however, possesses several weaknesses. First and foremost this method is
known to be extremely time consuming. The communication between the individuals alone may
take several days. The DPOC must perform some manual work to adjust to rigid queries, and
depending on how much data is requested, this may take several hours. The entire process from
the beginning to end may range anywhere from a day to a week or more. Because all of the
above-mentioned factors fluctuate, the analyst cannot plan for a set amount of time to be
dedicated to data collection. [5] states, “Your estimated project duration may vary by 100% or
more, based on what you find when you go looking for numbers”.

The DPOC may not adequately understand what kind of data is needed for simulation, causing
the resulting set to potentially be missing some information. The request may not fully cover the
scope of the data required or what to replace the missing data with. When the analyst discovers
that the resulting set of data is incomplete, two options are available: to process another request
or to make do with the existing incomplete set. Placing another request will imply spending
several more days on data collection, which may put project significantly behind. On the other
hand, working with an incomplete set of data may jeopardize the validity or the level of detail of
the model.

Another problem is the possibility of human error. Before data is fed into the model it is
reviewed and formatted manually. This leaves much room for human error. When dealing with
thousands of records it is not difficult to erase one by accident or copy and paste in the wrong
20

spot. If the misplaced or missing record is a significant step in the product assembly, this will be
a serious problem.

An alternative to manual data collection is to create a custom tool to automate this process. The
results from the previously mentioned survey conducted during the 2000 Winter Simulation
Conference suggest that simulation professionals could benefit from having such a tool [8]. Since
most of the data needed exists within company data sources, “a logical solution to reduce data
collection efforts during model building is to integrate the simulation data required by the
simulation model with the data available in the ERP systems. Such an automated solution, once
established, would minimize the efforts for data collection and validation by the model builder,
thus permitting the concentration of effort on other stages in simulation process” [8].

Incorporating Programming into Simulation

Up to this point, simulation tasks involved simply using software and perhaps doing some minor
custom modification, using such add-ins as VBA, but didn’t usually entail creating custom
software. Software developers, who have little knowledge about simulation needs, usually do
programming. This software is then used by the simulation analysts, who may or may not have
had input in how this software was created. Approach introduced here suggests creating this tool
“in-house”, that is, this application should be created and maintained by the simulation analyst or
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a programmer within the department. This is the key to creating a tool that targets the input data
collection problems specific to that company and department.

It also ensures that the application is constantly modified to keep up with the changing needs of
the organization. Purchased software is considered to be an investment. It is expected to be used
“as is”, without major modifications for as long as possible. This is the difficulty with creating
generic software for automatic data collection. The data collection issues vary from organization
to organization. In addition, the challenges to be resolved constantly change, which requires the
software to evolve as well. If the application is developed and maintained within the
organization, even within the department, it is less likely to become an outdated, ineffective
piece of software. Since the software does not need to be purchased and does not require
technical support, the only cost to the company is that of labor.

Creating such a tool requires basic programming skills. These are the concepts such as functions,
loops, If...Then statements, taught in any introduction to programming course. Some familiarity
with the syntax of the chosen programming language is helpful as well. The analyst must also be
familiar with the databases in question and be able to implement a database query language
appropriate for these sources.
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Requirements

Several requirements were identified for the data collection tool. As stated earlier, the main
purpose of this tool is to decrease the amount of time spent on collecting existing data. To do
this, application must allow quick retrieval of data. The direct connection to the data sources
should allow large sets of data of 1000 records or more to be effortlessly retrieved within
minutes.

Another problem with the current approach is that many steps must be repeated multiple times
to obtain more than one set of data. For instance, if the DPOC must obtain a set of data for
several sets of parts, this will require entering in the parts every time and changing queries.
Alternatively, if multiple data sets are needed for the same set of parts, the parts must still be
manually entered each time. In other words, manual repetitive tasks constitute one of the
problems to be resolved by this tool. The data collection tool must provide for efficient searches
by performing repetitive tasks in the background. The interface should provide clear and
complete choices so that user input is minimal. The user should only need to choose a
combination of options and provide a set of parts. The tool should be able to perform the entire
query structuring in accordance with those inputs.

The choices should be flexible enough to anticipate possible simulation needs and cater to them.
“[Type of data desired] depends on the specific simulation task to be performed, its purpose, and
the level of detail needed” [4]. The user should be able to obtain any variety of data necessary for
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the simulation task at hand. As the data is retrieved from various data sources, the application
must make use of flexible queries.

As the simulation needs evolve, analysts find themselves with tools that no longer can handle the
job. Thus, to account for the changing needs of Modeling & Simulation, the data collection tool
must be expandable. It must be constructed in such a way that allows for future additions and
enhancements with little effort to integrate the old and new features.

Development Steps

Development of this tool involves implementing the basics of software development, capturing
simulation needs along the way and tailoring the application to those needs.

Most of the simulations conducted at Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control involve parts
manufactured in this facility. Thus, The Part Data Collection application was desired to quickly
and efficiently collect part data to populate simulations. The development of such a tool requires
several steps. The first step is to fully understand the data as it is organized in the sources and
used in the simulations, by constructing a data model. The next step is to choose software for the
development of this tool. Next, an interface needs to be drafted to capture all the necessary
options and features. The final step is to write the program for the data collection tool. This
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section explains the steps for development of the custom data collection tool, as they were
executed in creation of the Part Data Collection tool.

Constructing Data Model

The first and most crucial step in the development of an automated data collection tool is
constructing a data model. “[This tool] relies on a complete and accurate information model of
the system. Once the core data types are identified using the information model, they could be
linked to potential data sources” [7]. The analysis must identify what data is important and where
it is located in the data sources. “One of the crucial elements for doing accurate simulations is to
understand what input data is needed and when” [4].

In the development of the Part Data Collection tool, four main databases were identified as
relevant for this study. The manufacturing database contains information regarding production of
each item in the system. Such information may be obtained from this database as specifications,
list and order of processes involved in the production of an item, and list of other items that go
into the assembly of a particular item. The process database contains information about every
process listed in the manufacturing database. The information obtained here includes location,
time, next destination, etc. The process engineers maintain these two databases. This is where
most of the data needed for the simulation comes from. The performance database is used to
record the real time values as the process takes place. This database provides information on the
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kind of data to search within the manufacturing and the process databases. The scheduling
database maintains the time estimates. This database dictates when the production must start in
order to be complete by the indicated deadline. The data from this database is not required in the
simulation efforts. It is a future goal to be able to automatically feed data into the performance
database and consequently be able to obtain more realistic estimates in the scheduling database.

Figure 4: Corporate database structure

Next, important attributes were identified to be mapped to the fields in the data tables. The
following diagram lists the attributes, which constitute the data desired.
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Figure 5: Part attributes

This data can be obtained from the manufacturing database and is organized into several tables.
The appropriate tables and fields were then identified, matching the attributes above. The
following diagram reveals the structure from which part data is retrieved.
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Figure 6: Table and field structure

The Part table contains the general information about each part, including which manufacturing
facility produces it. It is used as a reference table. The Step table and the Component table are
where the desired information resides and will be retrieved from. For each part, the Step table
lists every step involved in the production of that part and the necessary attributes. Similarly, for
each part, the Component table lists all the component parts that go into the assembly of a given
part, along with the corresponding step and quantity used. To insure that the data retrieved is the
most recent, the entry with the highest revision number will be of interest.
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Choosing Development Environment

Once the data model is acquired, the analyst must choose the software or programming language
to be used to write the program. This decision, first, depends on the company culture. If the
company prefers specific software or programming language, the analyst may find some
valuable support resources. Also, it is important to keep in mind what the goals of this tool are
and make sure that the software will allow the analyst to achieve those goals.

The software chosen to develop the Part Data Collection tool was Visual Studio .NET. This
software development instrument has many features that fit the needs of the application. One of
the main tasks of this application will be to retrieve data from various data sources. Visual Studio
.Net is equipped with several data access tools and the ability to connect to various commercial
data sources. Visual Studio .NET provides ready components to facilitate user interface
construction. Visual Studio .NET allows development in three programming languages, which
gives developer a choice. Visual Studio .NET allows web interface development. This feature is
necessary when constructing a web interface for collecting non-existent data, one of the future
considerations for the data collection tool.

Drafting Interface

The next step is to create an interface for the user. The interface must be user friendly. The
simulation analyst should easily be able to enter parameters and obtain the needed data. All of
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the information on the interface: options, checkboxes, data displays and buttons must be
organized to visually guide user through the process.

For the Part Data Collection tool, interface consisted of four sections. The first section allowed
the user to enter part numbers in several different ways. This ensured that the tool captured the
variety of ways the simulation analyst may indicate input parts. In the next section, user specified
what kind of data was desired. Here, the user would have the flexibility of specifying various
attributes to be included in the resulting set. The third section had to do with the resulting file,
where to store it and in what format. The forth section allowed the user to view and modify the
list of parts to be researched. This section is important to allow the user to monitor this list and
have control over it as it is being compiled. The diagram below shows a preliminary sketch of
this interface. The visual placement of sections was intended to guide the user through the
process.
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Figure 7: Preliminary interface sketch

Writing Program

The next step is to write the logic for the interface. This is where the analyst must establish a
direct connection between the interface and the data sources. At this point, information gathered
from the data model is critical. Each attribute specified by the user must be correctly mapped to a
field in a table. This mapping must consequently be reflected in the programming code. To
obtain the data, the program must make use of a language that can query databases, such as SQL.
The key to the flexibility of this tool is to make sure that the queries are created dynamically to
account for any combination of the user’s choices.

Visual Basic .NET was used to program Part Data Collection. Once the connection to the data
sources was established, SQL was implemented to query the databases.
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The sections in this chapter captured the process of developing a custom automated data
collection tool. The steps described above can be implemented to create a valuable alternative to
manual data collection, provided the setting fits into the scope and assumptions included here.
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CHAPTER 4: PART DATA COLLECTION APPLICATION
The above-described approach to automating data collection was implemented in the Part Data
Collection application, created for the simulation endeavors of the Lockheed Martin Missiles and
Fire Control in Orlando, Florida. This tool allows the user to pull various data on the part
production from the manufacturing database. This database stores information laid out in the
Manufacturing Process Plans (MPP). Each part should have one of these documents describing
its manufacturing process. Much of the information needed to simulate the flow of parts through
the manufacturing facility is captured in these documents. The interface allows the user to input a
set of parts and quickly obtain desired process information about given parts. The part number,
along with its manufacturing suffix, is a unique identification for each part.

An MPP for a part may be revised, added or deleted. This is why the initial step in the data
search is to indicate what status MPP is desired (Figure 8).
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Figure 8: MPP status options

The user has several options for entering the parts to be researched (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Input options
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The first option is to import an Excel file, containing the desired part numbers (Figure 10).

Figure 10: File input option

Clicking the button brings up a dialog box. The user may browse the hard drive or the network to
obtain the necessary file (Figure 11).
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Figure 11: Input File

Once chosen, the file is displayed on the screen and the user can specify which records should be
imported (Figure 12).

Figure 12: Input Parts
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Once parts are imported, a query is used to reference the Part table and determine if each part
has a corresponding MPP of desired status. The parts that match the criteria are then added to the
‘Look Up List’, a list of parts for which information will be retrieved. This list is displayed
throughout the session. A message box informs the user of the parts that were not found (Figure
13). Also, it is important to note that along with the part number, manufacturing suffix, and MPP
status, the latest revision number is recorded. This number will be used to obtain the latest data.
To keep track of how the parts were entered, the input method is displayed as well (Figure 13).
For this method, the ‘input’ field will indicate ‘File’. Constraints are set on the ‘Look Up’ table
such that, when the same part is added to the list more than once, it is only recorded once with
the latest input method. This insures that the list is not redundant.

Figure 13: Missing parts
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The next method is to enter parts using a ‘Super Part’ (Figure 14). A single part may require
several other parts for its assembly. This method allows the user to enter a single part and get all
the sub parts that go into the assembly of the given part. As the databases contain information
from the company’s multiple manufacturing facilities, to narrow down the search, the user must
specify the production facility of the sub parts. To get the subassembly, a query is run on the
Component table to determine all the parts that go into the production of the given part. Then,
another query is run on the Part table for each of the component parts. Only the ones with
recorded MPPs of desired status that are manufactured at the specified location are of interest.
These parts are then added to the ‘Look Up List’ along with the super part.

Figure 14: Super part input option
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When the parts are retrieved, they are added to the ‘Look Up Table’ along with their latest
revision numbers and the input method is marked ‘Super’ (Figure 15).

Figure 15: Input method entry for ‘Super Part’

The next method is the reverse of the above. With the ‘Sub Part’ method, the user can
enter a single part and obtain all the parts that require the given part in their assembly (Figure
16). Here the user must specify the manufacturing facility for the super parts. Similarly, the
Component table is referenced first to obtain all the ‘super’ parts. Then, the Part table is queried
and only the parts with existing MPPs of desired status that are manufactured at the specified
location are added to the list.
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Figure 16: Sub part input option

Once the parts are obtained and added to the table, the input method is marked ‘Sub’ (Figure 17).

Figure 17: Input method entry for ‘Sub Part’
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The next method, ‘Manual’, allows the user to enter parts individually. By specifying the ‘Exact’
option, the user can search for the part number exactly as typed. If the user specifies
‘Approximate’ option, the search will result in all the parts that have the indicated combination
of numbers at the beginning of their part number (Figure 18). Here, a query is run on the Part
table and if an MPP of desired status exists, part is added to the list along with the latest revision
number.

Figure 18: Manual input option

Once the parts are added to the list, the input method is marked ‘Manual’ (Figure 19).
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Figure 19: Input method entry for ‘Manual’

At any time, the user may modify the list by getting rid of some of the parts. To do this, the user
must indicate the record or records to be discarded by checking the corresponding box in the ‘to
delete’ column and clicking the ‘Delete Part’ button (Figure 20).
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Figure 20: Removing part from the list

To insure that no parts are deleted by accident, this action brings up a confirmation message box
(Figure 21).

Figure 21: Deletion confirmation
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The user may save this list of parts to an Excel file. Clicking the ‘Save List’ button brings up a
dialog box, which allows the user to select a directory (Figure 22). The file will be saved as
‘look_up_parts.xls’. Another option is to simply print the list by clicking the ‘Print List’ button.

Figure 22: Storing the list of parts

The next step is to specify the type of data desired. The user also has several options for the type
of information retrieved. The two types of information are ‘Step Data’ and ‘Sub Assembly Data’.
Step data contains information about each step in the production of the part. Sub assembly data
contains information about the components required for the assembly of each part. Checking the
‘Step Data’ box, indicates that user would like to obtain step data (Figure 23). The step data file
automatically includes the following fields: part number, suffix, the latest revision number and
step number. Checking this box also reveals a list of additional fields that may be included in the
data.
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Figure 23: Step data options

Checking the ‘Sub Assembly Data’ box indicates that the user would like to obtain sub assembly
information (Figure 24). This file will automatically contain the following fields: part number,
suffix, the latest revision number, sub part number, and sub part suffix. Checking the box also
reveals a set of additional fields that may be included in the data. For this option, the user must
specify the manufacturing facility of interest from the drop down box. The sub assembly data
will only include the information where the sub parts are manufactured at the indicated facility.
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Figure 24: Sub assembly data options

At this time, the user may select the directory where the output files will be saved by clicking the
‘Browse’ button (Figure 25). By selecting the appropriate option, the user indicates the output
file format. For the text file, each cell will be separated by a tab. The step data will be stored in a
file named ‘step_data.xls’ or ‘step_data.txt’, and the sub assembly data will be stored in a file
named ‘sub_data.xls’ or ‘sub_data.txt’.
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Figure 25: Output directory

After the list of parts is complete, the data options are set and the directory is specified, then the
user clicks the ‘Retrieve’ button to obtain the desired data sets (Figure 26). At this point, the
queries are formulated to reflect the user’s choices.
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Figure 26: Retrieve data

To obtain the step data, a query is run on the Step table, for each entry in the ‘Look Up List’.
This query will return a record for each step in the production of each part, capturing all the
fields specified by the user. The latest revision number ensures that the data is current. Obtaining
sub assembly data is slightly more complicated. First a query is run on the Component table and
returns a list of components for each of the given parts. This produces a list containing 5 fields:
part number, suffix, the latest revision, component part number, and component suffix. Then,
this newly obtained list is matched up against the Part table. Only the entries, where the
component part has an existing MPP of desired status and is manufactured at the specified
location are kept. Finally, another query is run against the Component table retrieving all of the
entries corresponding to the above list, including all the fields specified by the user.
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Depending on the options selected, several files should now reside in the directory chosen by the
user (Figure 27).

Figure 27: Resulting files

At this time the user may obtain a different set of data on the same list of parts, clear the ‘Look
Up List’ and start over by clicking the ‘Clear List’ button or simply exit the application by
clicking the ‘Exit’ button (Figure 28).
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Figure 28: End of search options

All of the above features combine to make the Part Data Collection application a powerful,
flexible tool for data collection. It walks the user through a series of steps to obtain the
parameters and quickly and efficiently provides the desired data sets to be used in the simulation.
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CHAPTER 5: IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
The strengths and weaknesses of the Part Data Collection application as described above were
assessed during its implementation. This chapter gives an overview of the simulation project,
which utilized the Part Data Collection tool. It was established that the tool achieves the desired
goals. Using this tool, significant advantages over the manual methods of data collection were
observed and are described here.

Simulation Model

The Part Data Collection application was implemented in parallel with the Fire Control Systems
(FCS) project. The scope of the project was considered to be the largest the plant has ever been
involved in. The projected growth was expected to increase, therefore there was a need to
expand the factory capabilities and develop innovative ideas for efficient business practices.

Among its goals, the FCS project included the design of a factory to support the production of
multiple electro-optical product lines. A simulation model was developed to validate the
preliminary design of the FCS factory as proposed by each program’s process engineers and
outlined in facilities requirements. The FCS factory model was created using QUEST, a
simulation package by Delmia designed specifically for the manufacturing setting. Part Data
Collection application was used to gather input data to populate this model.
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The FCS factory simulation encompassed 500 unique parts. Input data consisted of information
about each of these parts. Parts were separated into four programs and individual data sets were
collected for each of the programs.

Figure 29: Snapshot of the factory model

Benefits

The tool was found advantageous on many levels. The main benefit of using this application was
also the main goal of this study, which was a significant decrease in time spent on data
collection. This improvement was very important. It saved labor costs, allowed for better use of
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analysts’ time and allowed for additional research. Finally, increased data accuracy was observed
as a result of this implementation.

From the beginning, the Part Data Collection tool proved to be an excellent method for reducing
labor costs associated with the data collection process. Data collection on one of the programs
had begun prior to the completion of Part Data Collection tool. Data was collected and
formatted manually. It was a pain staking process and consumed roughly a month. The rest of the
data was collected using the newly developed Part Data Collection application. It was observed
that using this tool significantly reduced the data collection time as compared to the manual
approach. Similar data collection on this number of parts, using the old (manual) approach,
would have been an iterative process and would have taken several days. This time estimation
only considers labor time, disregarding communication between the simulation analyst and the
data point of contact (DPOC). Using the Part Data Collection application, the necessary data
was collected within a matter of hours. In addition, as the part lists were updated the data sets
needed to be regenerated. This effort was simple and quick, whereas the old approach would
have required starting from scratch.

Figure 30 is based on Figure 3 from Chapter 3 and lists the steps involved in typical, manual data
collection. Table 1 illustrates the labor and span time associated with each of these steps. The
labor time indicates how much time was dedicated to the task. The span time is the total time
elapsed from the start of the task to its completion. Figure 31 shows the new data collection flow
utilizing the Part Data Collection application. Table 2 shows the labor and span times associated
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with each step. There is no longer a need for requesting or waiting for data. The data is quickly
extracted using the Part Data Collection application. The formatting step is still necessary to
tailor data to a specific simulation, but the effort is minimal. Part Data Collection is also used to
determine the data needs, i.e. a list of parts, thus reducing the labor and span time on that step as
well. Overall, employing Part Data Collection, the analysts were able to reduce the labor time
associated with data collection by 93%. The span time decreased from more than 7 days to a
couple of hours.
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Table 1: Manual data collection time
Step
Identify data
requirements
Request data
Receive data
Review data
Format data
Populate simulation
Total

Figure 30: Manual data collection flow
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Time
Labor
Span
8 hrs
1 day
1 hr
8 hrs
4 hrs
16 hrs

1 hr
3 days
1 day
2 days

37 hrs

≈ 7 days

Table 2: Automated data collection time
Step
Identify data
requirements
Extract data
Format data
Populate simulation
Total

Time
Labor
Span
2 hrs
2 hrs
.1 hrs
.5 hrs

.1 hrs
.5 hrs

2.6 hrs 2.6 hrs

Figure 31: Automated data collection flow

Manually collecting and formatting data was causing excess labor costs. Another inefficient
practice was how the labor was used. The analyst spent a significant amount of time on such
mindless tasks as scanning data for inconsistencies and cutting and pasting rows. Using the Part
Data Collection application virtually eliminated the need for such tasks. Once the data set was
obtained, the analyst only needed to make some minor additions or modifications before the set
was ready to be fed into the model. This progress facilitated better use of the analysts’ skills and
knowledge.

As a result of improved use of their time, the analysts created opportunities for additional
studies. The Part Data Collection application allowed analysts to obtain more information in a
shorter period of time. Consequently, they were able to improve the level of detail on the model
and introduce some aspects that have been neglected due to project time constraints. One of such
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aspects was the material flow within the factory. The initial model was not intended to keep track
of tools and materials needed at each station. However, since this information could now be
obtained in a matter of minutes, material flow was introduced into the model, making it a more
complete representation of the system. It also allowed analysts to conduct studies on the
materials requirements for the new factory.

Another significant benefit of this application was the data reliability. The old method involved a
lot of cutting, pasting, moving records around, combining and consolidating data. When
manually dealing with thousands of records, it is not rare to find a misplaced, missing or
mistyped entry. The newly automated data collection process involved minimal human
manipulation. The main data set was drawn directly from the corporate sources. This set of data
no longer required manual examination. Minimizing human manipulation meant minimizing
human error and thus ensuring that the resulting data is correct.

However, the above declaration heavily relies on an assumption that the data in the corporate
sources is accurate. This was a minor set back in the implementation of the Part Data Collection
tool. It was found that the MPPs, sources of the input data in this study, had not been updated for
some of the parts. Thus, the information gathered from the corporate sources was outdated and
the recent data had to be gathered manually from the process engineers. This occurrence is not
expected to be a persistent problem, as the company is moving toward consistently updating
these documents.
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Overall, the Part Data Collection application was found to be a valuable aid for the simulation
analysts. Its success was a motivation for a larger move toward more efficient and innovative
methods of data collection.
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CHAPTER 6: FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
This research has shown that the need for automated data collection in the manufacturing
industry exists. An approach for development of an automated data collection tool was proposed
and implemented. The Part Data Collection application has demonstrated that major benefits can
be gained from such a tool. Automating data collection is a concept that can be developed and
evolved with time. Many challenges exist with current methods of data collection; it is likely that
more than a single tool will be desired to facilitate more efficient practices. The Part Data
Collection is only the initial component in what could be a powerful simulation aid. One of the
key factors in developing lasting software is its ability to evolve with time. This is why
modularity is important. A tool for data collection, constructed as a series of components may
stand the test of time better than a single structure. This approach allows components to be added
removed or modified as the data and simulation needs change. After the successful
implementation of the Part Data Collection, the next high priority challenges were identified and
the next components were proposed. Some of the components to be developed are output data
integration, simulation database and web interface.

The first component to be added to the application involves output data. Simulation output data
is the essential part of the analysis. It allows the analyst, for example, to scientifically determine
bottlenecks by looking at such items as queue length. The analyst can also determine if the
production is meeting the scheduled time of completion by checking the cycle time. Being able
to obtain realistic values for such categories as queue time and total time in the production may
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hold more advantages than typically seen in simulation. Currently, the data used to establish
schedules and to estimate start and completion time are standard values specified by the
requirement documentation. In this case, such aspects as the queue wait times are often
neglected, as the values are not known. The values obtained from simulation runs may prove to
be useful when included in the schedule formation. Thus it would be valuable to create a tool
with functions opposite of those in Part Data Collection. This component would replace default
values in the corporate data sources, for such items as queue time, with realistic values obtained
from the simulation model, facilitating creation of more accurate schedules and estimation of
completion times.

Another component to be considered is a simulation database. It wouldn’t be practical to create a
database to store the simulation data if it already resides in the corporate data sources. However,
it may be useful to maintain a list of entities and attributes. For example, in the case of Lockheed
Martin Missiles and Fire Control, the simulation database may keep track of a list of parts for
each program. Thus, when constructing a simulation involving specific program, a list of parts is
readily available. This database would also be valuable for maintaining information that is not
currently stored electronically.

This next component can be used to gather such nonexistent data. A lack of information remains
one of the major challenges of input data collection. Most of this data exists and is used but is not
captured electronically or in a structured way. In this case, it is important to have a tool to gather
such data from process engineers and record it in a consistent way. Currently, in the industry,
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such data is for the most part gathered using questionnaires and then manually entered into
spreadsheets. A better approach would be to develop a web interface to provide a structured way
to collect new data or updates to the existing data. It can be used to gather structure and format
data not previously recorded in an organized and standardized way. The questions in the
interface can be tailored to the simulation task at hand, but the collection and organization of
data will remain consistent and reliable. Also, the data will be readily available as soon as all of
the appropriate individuals have submitted their responses.

The above-mentioned features are just a few enhancements to the data collection tool. As the tool
is implemented, more challenges will become evident and more components can be added to
resolve these.

As simulation becomes more widely recognized as a powerful analytical tool in the
manufacturing industry, the simulation technology evolves. Nevertheless, the issue of input data
collection remains a challenge for many reasons. With the implementation of the corporate data
management systems, the idea of automating input data collection becomes a more realistic
endeavor. This study introduced an approach to automating input data collection using an
interface directly linked to the corporate data sources. Important steps for the development of
such a tool were discussed and implemented in the creation of Part Data Collection. As
additional components are developed, automating data collection will become a more realistic
and accepted notion. According to [8],“the onus on the part of the researchers is that attempts
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and ‘test cases’ for this interface must be made in order for the potential to be realized and then
disseminate it to industry”.
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